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WHY A MEDIA CONFERENCE ON THIS ISSUE
Crime against women is one
of the most serious
problems facing the world
today. It is an ever
increasing menace which
needs to be curbed. The
last few years have seen a
steep rise in crimes against
women. According to the
latest data released by the
National Crime Records Bureau of India, Crime
against women rose from 3,29,243 in 2015 to
3,38,954 in 2016. But while the overall crimes
against women rose by 3%, incidents of rape saw a
whopping increase of 12%. While 2015 saw the
registration of 34,651 rape cases, this increased to
38,947 in 2016.

concerned with the affairs of the age. It is apt then
for the City Montessori School (CMS) society, as an
NGO associated with the United Nations Department
of Public Information and the world’s largest school,
to raise its voice against gender-based violence. With
this concern in mind, we, are organising the 9th
International Media Conference on ‘Curbing Gender
Based Violence- Role of Media, Judiciary,
Government and School’ on Thursday, 15th
November, 2019 from 12.30 pm onwards at Hotel Le
Meridien, New Delhi.

— Dr Jagdish Gandhi
Chief Patron
International Media Conference

The brutal gang-rape and murder of a 23-year-old
student in Delhi in 2012 shocked every sensible
person. But had it not been because of the print,
electronic and social media, the incident would not
have caught the world's attention and raised such a
huge public outcry. Therefore, it is imperative that
media be a partner in any such a dialogue which
focuses on finding means to curb gender violence.
As a lighthouse of the society, a school should be

BRIEF REPORT OF THE CONFERENCE
The 8th International Media
Conference focused on the
curse of violence against
women and the proactive role
the media and schools can
play. The speakers of the
conference agreed that
patriarchal social structure is
one of the main reasons for
the crimes against women. The laws with regard to
crimes against women should be made stricter than
what they are today and they need to be strictly
enforced. The prominent media personalities and
the celebrities should raise a strong voice protesting
crimes against women. The media, which is
considered to be the fourth estate, is a very powerful
tool in today’s society and needs to take initiative so
that crime against women are reduced and gradually
come to an end altogether. Government should
provide free self-defense programs for girls and

women and it should also be made compulsory in
schools. Films and television serials that portray
women in a negative light also need to be stopped,
as they have a very bad influence on the minds that
witness it. The laws with regard to crimes against
women should be made stricter than what they are
today and they need to be strictly enforced so that
no one dare commit any crime against any women.
The duty of all the schools is not just to provide
academic institution but also to teach and inculcate
strong moral values. A school has to act as a
lighthouse of society and should be concerned with
the affairs of the age.

— Rishi Khanna
Organising Secretary,
International Media Conference
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS AT THE 9th INTERNATIONAL MEDIA CONFERENCE
BY THE CHIEF GUEST, HON'BLE SMT NIRMALA SITHARAMAN, MINISTER
OF FINANCE AND CORPORATE AFFAIRS, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

Hon’ble Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman
Minister of Finance and Corporate Affairs,
Government of India
Hon'ble Smt Nirmala Sitharaman stressed the
importance of ensuring women safety in cyber
space as it is increasingly becoming the
instrument through which women work.

She said, "There is a need to ensure safety of
women in cyber space. The cyber space is
increasingly becoming the instrument through
which women work or give productive time."

Speaking at the 9th International Media
Conference on Curbing Gender Violence,
Hon'ble Madam Sitharaman said safety of
women in cyber space has to be dealt with.

She said that if the virtual space is not made safe
for women then "we are in a very difficult
situation".

"Women space is not just your family home. The
public spaces which are available for men like
parks, public transport or theatre are spaces
where women should feel safe, not just be safe
but also feel safe," she said.
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"It is important to deliberate the safety of women
in cyber space," she concluded.

ADDRESS BY THE CHIEF GUEST,
HON'BLE SHRI YOGI ADITYANATH, CHIEF MINISTER, UTTAR PRADESH
AT THE 8th INTERNATIONAL MEDIA CONFERENCE IN LUCKNOW

Hon’ble Shri Yogi Adityanath
Chief Minister
Government of Uttar Pradesh
Hon’ble Shri Yogi Adityanath said that the
Government of Uttar Pradesh has taken steps to
know the root cause of the violence against
women and to chalk out plan to tackle it. He said
that the government’s efforts to stop violence
against women have not got the desired results
due to lack of awareness. The CM said there was a
need to spread awareness about women’s safety
and security not only in academic institutions but
in every section of society.
He said that it is possible to fight this evil but for
this, the family, schools and media all will have to
come forward. He said that in the past, several
great writers and journalist have used the power
of their pen for giving a new direction to the
society. If we keep numb after witnessing
lawlessness and chaos, we are actually supporting
it, he said.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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HON'BLE SHRI YOGI ADITYANATH, CHIEF MINISTER, UTTAR PRADESH INAUGURATING THE CONFERENCE BY LIGHTING THE LAMP. ON HIS LEFT IS SHRI SHASHI SH
AND SEEN ON HIS RIGHT IS DR. JAGDISH GANDHI, FOUNDER MANAGER, CMS & CHIEF PATRON OF THE CONFERENCE
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INTRODUCTION OF THE CHIEF GUEST & OTHER EMINENT GUESTS

Dr Jagdish Gandhi
Founder-Manager,
CMS, Lucknow

Dr Jagdish Gandhi, Founder Manager, CMS and
Chief Patron of the conference took to
introducing the Hon. Shri Yogi Adityanath, Chief
Minister, Government of Uttar Pradesh, and
welcomed all the esteemed dignitaries to the
8th International Media Conference.
Discussing the objectives of the conference, Dr
Gandhi stressed upon the global nature of the
issue of gender based violence, and said that it
is not confined to the boundaries of merely our
nation, but is an issue facing several countries.
In addition, stressing upon the role of school to
curb gender based violence; he said that we
should seek assistance from young minds to
address this problem across the globe.

Dr Gandhi quoted former President of South
Africa and Nobel Laureate Nelson Mandela that
education is the most powerful weapon to change
the mind set of the people. He emphasized on
the need of discussion and deliberation as a major
solution to curb gender based violence. Lastly, he
thanked Mr Anirudh Singh, Convener of the
Conference and Mr Rishi Khanna, Organizing
Secretary of the Conference for their initiative to
organize the event.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CONFERENCE

Prof. Geeta Gandhi Kingdon
President and Chief Operating Officer
CMS, Lucknow
Prof. Geeta Gandhi Kingdon said that as half of
the world's population, women are like the
spine of the world body. Their emotional
strength makes women internally strong. 21st
century is witnessing the beginning of an
unprecedented awakening of the women power
across the world. It is therefore the
responsibility of us all to stop gender
discrimination and lead the society on a road to
pogress. I am sure that the deliberations of the
learned dignitaries at this 8th International
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Media Conference would be beneficial for the
society and the coalition of media, school and
society thus formed would play an important role
in promoting gender equality.

ADDRESS BY THE GENERAL SECRETARY

Mr Ratan Chandra Gupta
General Secretary, City Montessori School, Lucknow
& Former Joint Secretary, Law & Parliamentary Affairs
Government of Uttar Pradesh
Mr R C Gupta said that this is an era of
transformation. Girls are awakened. They refuse
to marry the boys who are drunk. Women and
girls are reporting crimes committed against
themselves and their families are coming out to
support them. It is the time society supported
them. Capital punishment should be given to the
culprits. Laws should be made more stringent.
These are difficult times. Violence against
women takes place because of their inability to
speak out. They are raped, blackmailed, tortured
and even killed. With expansion of

communication, cases are coming out in the
open. It is important to give proper education in
the schools. Moral education is important.
Children, in impressionable age, must be taught
moral values. Parents should keep watch. “Beti
bachao, beti padhao” should not remain a slogan
only but be implemented too. Sex Determination
tests should be strictly banned. There is need to
change the mindsets, he said.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Hon’ble Smt Swati Singh
Minister of State (Independent Charge) for NRI,
Flood Control, Agricultural Exports, Agricultural Marketing,
Agricultural Foreign Trade, Women's Welfare, Family Welfare,
Mother and Child Welfare (MOS)
Swati Singh presented her own example to
show how media plays an important role in
women empowerment. She said that our
Constitution has given many rights to women
and there are rules to implement them; but
very few know about them.
She said that participation of men is required in
women empowerment; the boys need to be
taught about things like good touch and bad
touch which are considered taboo. Mrs Swati
Singh said that media is a perception creator
and as in Nirbhaya case, it can play an important
role in shaping opinions and leading a mass
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movement against gender violence. She said that
because of the active role media has splayed
recently, the girls have become confident and
more and more cases are being registered.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Hon’ble Smt Rita Bahuguna Joshi
Minister for Family, Women &
Child Welfare, Uttar Pradesh

She said that women empowerment is the most
vocal subject of the current times. She said that
the problem of gender violence is a global
phenomenon which begins at home and from
there reaches up to school, work-place and
society. She said that media is the most
influential medium which has made masses
realize that it is the violator who is to be blamed
for the cases of gender violence rather that the
violated. Due to this awakening more cases are
being reported now. Putting up the
responsibility of awakening the masses about
equality of woman on the woman herself, Dr.

Bahuguna said that mother is the first educator of
her children and it is the mother herself who will
have to teach boys and equality for woman which
is her basic right.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Prabhu Chawla
Editorial Director
New India Express, New Delhi

Beginning his address by saying that actions
speak louder than words,
Mr Chawla said that similar discussions in
Parliament have yielded no results so far.
Condemning the whole idea of Women’s
Welfare Programs and Women’s Commission for
Empowerment, he stated that we ourselves are
opening the gates for inequality by establishing
such institutions. He further supported the print
media and criticized the popularization of
increment of TRPs by airing daily soaps like
Balika Vadhu which serve no purpose. Talking
about the only woman Prime Minister the
country has ever had, he took Mrs Indira Gandhi
as an example to showcase the strength a
woman has. He further talked about the ratio of

men and women on eminent positions in the
country and cited examples as to how no woman
till date has been the Chief Justice of the country
which shows the sad state of affairs. He suggested
that the media should go beyond the call of duty
by conceptualising programmes that can help
women, and also expressed confidence that
Indians will find answers and address this crisis
because ignoring the equality of women will be
fateful and will bring misfortunes in many forms.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Shashi Shekhar
Editor-in-Chief
Hindustan, New Delhi
Mr Shashi Shekhar said that we are living in a
world of skepticism where the disbelief and lack
of trust is leading to the breakage of traditions,
which were the very basis of our culture. If we
look into the history, we see that only two types
of people were successful —those who were
disciplined and those who believed in the
traditions. He expressed his happiness that in
this world of technological advancements, there
is a school like CMS which is preparing future
citizens capable of conserving human values.
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Mr Shashi Shekhar said that media today has also
become a victim of distrust and it should realize
that any news remains a news only till it loses its
authenticity. Otherwise it becomes a mere tale.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Ajit Anjum
Senior Journalist
New Delhi
Mr Ajit Anjum said that parents today are
concerned about the safety of their daughters.
We need to indentify the places where our
children are most vulnerable. Only then can we
find the ways to fight this evil. Data shows that
the children are most insecure in and around
their homes as in about 79% cases, the attacker
is a person known to the family or a relative.
As such, the families need to be vigilant and in
case of the smallest of undesired incidence,
women need speak up instead of thinking what
the people would make of it. Only then can any
crime of more serious nature be prevented.
He agreed with Dr Jagdish Gandhi that schools
should hold workshops for creating awareness

and said that teachers are capable of instilling
values in children. Mr Anjum also called for a
media-society partnership wherein the society
resists and media exposes all kinds of crimes
against the women folk.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Rahul Dev
Senior Journalist
New Delhi
Mr Rahul Dev said that the incidents of sexual
abuse are not limited to the girls alone. As per a
recent survey, 48%, that is approximately half of
the children who are sexually abused, are boys.
This is another aspect of the situation that
needs to be addressed with human perspective.
He said that school, society and media, all are
important mediums responsible for it, but the
media's share of responsibility is only 8% due to
the fact that only 8% of people watch news
channels while the other 92% watch TV serials,
films and other mediums. He therefore
suggested that film makers who have made
such movies should also be invited to be a part
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of such conferences as this. He said that a
coalition of positive forces including school, news
and entertainment media, judiciary, politicians
needs to be formed for making a positive change
as the mediums working in this direction so far
have been insufficient.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Abhigyan Prakash
Senior Editor
NDTV, New Delhi

Mr. Abhigyan Prakash, Senior Editor, NDTV, New
Delhi, Mr Prakash directly pointed out that
there's no two opinion on the fact that violence
against women begins with the family of that
very male. He said that if men are living under
the pretext that women of today are as helpless
as women of a century ago, they need to be
warned of the abilities of a woman. He said that
education and economic empowerment of a
woman is of paramount importance because we
all must accept that it's both men and women,

equally, who run the country. And the problem
lies in the fact that let alone the superiority, men
can't accept even the equality of both the
genders.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Amitabh Agnihotri
Executive Editor
News 18, UP/UK

Mr. Amitabh Agnihotri addressed the assembly
with immense enthusiasm, thanking the
organizers and saying that looking at the
children he felt that they are the fruits of the
seed, Mr Gandhi planted in 1959. Mr Agnihotri
pointed out the caustic realities of the society
and highlighted the social evils like dowry,
domestic violence, child marriage, sexual
harassment, and female infanticide. He also
highlighted a much less talked about issue of
women rising against women and suppressing
each other he reminded us of the preindependence social structure of the Indian
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society that granted equal status to men and
women, and urged the gathering to come forward
and revive the tradition. He concluded on an
extremely positive note, saying that daughters and
women are as much a part of the family, as much
as is the son and that all of us should begin
breaking the stereotypes.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Rahul Mahajan
Editor-in-Chief,
Rajya Sabha TV

In his address, Mr Rahul Mahajan informed that
Himachal Pradesh has a literacy rate 80-85%
and proper health facilities are easily accessible
in even the far flung villages of the state. But on
the flip side, it is a pity that the male-female
ratio is poor as in many other states of the
country. He further said that therefore it is safe
to conclude that the high standards of
education in a state cannot guarantee a healthy
male-female ratio. Even the prosperity of the
state cannot determine whether the problem of
gender discrimination exists or not. On the
contrary, the male-female ratio in some tribal
areas of Himachal Pradesh and Tawang in
Arunachal Pradesh is quite healthy. The reason
for this is that the society has found a solution

of encouraging birth and education of girl child
by abolishing the dowry system. Another
unique feature in these regions is that the
women have a major role in the family's
economy. He said that the government, NGOs
or media alone cannot eradicate this ill but it
will have to be a concerted effort by the society
as a whole. He concluded by saying that if we all
take it upon ourselves to educate our girlchildren, make them independent to enable
them to stand up on their own feet then we will
surely succeed in eradicating this evil from the
society.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Brajesh Misra
Editor-in-Chief,
Bharat Samachar

Mr Brajesh Misra mentioned that violence
against woman was an emergency issue, hence
it is essential to be resolved. In his opinion in
more than sixty five percent cases, assault on
women were by own relatives. Women even in
elderly age are not safe. The causes for this are
lack of spiritual education, not giving quality
time to children, immaturity of society, open
access to internet, open and modern outlook of
people. These things give rise to sexual
aggravation. Therefore, the need is for
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introspection of behaviour, to raise voice against
crime, to keenly listen to children's views and
complaints, to tell children about difference
between good touch and bad touch, to remain
united and never suppress children's voice.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Satish Jacob
Senior International Journalist

In his inspiring address, Mr Satish Jacob pointed
out that education of children has certainly
improved but much more needs to be done on
this front. Mr Jacob further said that the bill
calling for reservation of 33% seats for women
in the Parliament is still pending since last 15
years which is a sad commentary on the
mindset of men. It is this attitude which
deprives girls of education, a very important
vehicle for bringing change, he said. Stressing
on the importance of education, Mr Jacob said
that it can make all the difference. Naming
some illustrious women who have excelled in
different fields, he said that they all shone
because of education which empowered them.
Mr Jacob further said that an educated woman
can play the role of a nation builder. He very

correctly pointed out that women are more
conscientious workers as they work doubly hard in
order to prove themselves. Appreciating the CMS
initiative, Mr Jacob exhorted upon other schools
too to take up such social issues with missionary
zeal. He concluded his address by saying that if
girls are provided higher education our country
will become much better.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Sukesh Ranjan
Editor News 24
New Delhi, India
Addressing the audience, Mr Sukesh Ranjan,
Editor, News 24 said that the topic was a global
issue.
He further stressed upon the starting point of all
the problems as the limitation of access to
education. Justice to the issue needs to be done,
and the inhuman behaviour needs to be

20

condemned. He concluded by stressing upon the
lack of knowledge as the major reason for all the
problems, as Knowledge is Power!

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Jawed Naqvi
Senior Journalist, New Delhi

Mr Naqvi, in his enlightening address pointed
out that it was high time that we now find
solutions to what is tantamount to something
worse than racism, genocide and something as
abominable as holocaust. He further said that
the pious endeavours of the NGOs alone cannot
solve the problem of discrimination against girl
child as the NGOs did not have the where-withal to check the kind of challenge the problem
presents. The problem required a massive
political movement dedicated to the cause of
liberation of women because they represent
half the population. Mr Naqvi further said that
there are laws against female foeticide but
people in our country are capable of
circumventing these laws and short-circuiting
them. To demonstrate this he gave an example
that there existed a 'Ladoo-Peda (two different
kinds of sweets) Syndrome' in the confines of an
ultra-sound room wherein the sonologists
reveal the sex of the foetus in coded words. He

further said that the whole country is running on
a parallel black economy. There is no dearth of
laws in this country. What is required is a political
will to implement these laws. It is not possible to
solve the problem of gender unless other
injustices prevailing in the society are addressed
simultaneously as all these injustices are
interlinked and share a common thread of an
unequal and unjust society which has to be
changed by a huge political Tsunami in which
women take the lead, he concluded.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Prabal Pratap Singh
Senior Journalist
New Delhi

Mr Prabal Pratap Singh raised concern that as a
society, everyone is not conscious about
violence against women. In a lot of cases of
violence against women, due to pressure on
female victims, culprits get released saying that
complaint was false. Therefore, cases should be
filed on merit and not as scripted ones. All the
stakeholders must care for and be concerned
towards victimization of girls. Fast track courts
must be created everywhere even in small

22

towns. He concluded his address by saying that
when everyone becomes sensitized towards the
cause, only then this victimization of women will
end.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Mukesh Sharma
Former Deputy Director General,
Doordarshan

Mr Mukesh Sharma, in his address, informed
the audience about the good work he had
already done to spread awareness about
welfare of the girl child. He further informed
that it was because of his own initiative that the
idea to have the slogans on importance of girlchild education printed on every auto-rickshaw
and bus in Maharashtra came to be
implemented by the RTO. Particularly, a slogan
in Marathi which translates to 'education of girl
child brings prosperity' has been widely
appreciated by one and all. He also informed
that he has done extensive work in close
collaboration with the UNICEF on the
rehabilitation and education of the girl child.
UNICEF is still continuing the practice as

suggested by him to help the education of girl
child.
Mr Sharma supported his speech with a video of
the program on Doordarshan conceptualised by
him to show the success story of rehabilitation of
poor girls. He suggested that the media could go
beyond the call of the duty by conceptualising
programmes that can help the girl child. He was
also in favour of bold sting operations by the
media to stop the exploitation of girls.

www.cmseducation.org/media
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Dr Waiel Awwad
Political Analyst & Senior
International Journalist, New Delhi

Dr Waiel Awwad, Political Analyst and Senior
International Journalist, New Delhi, Dr Awwad
pointed out that since we live in a civil society,
gender based violence is a civil issue. He stated
some disturbing statistics and highlighted the
role of media, especially, in exposing the
perpetrators and empowering the survivors of
violence. Though he talked firmly in support of
women empowerment, he also pointed out that
under the pretext of the same a woman must
not always be allowed to speak everything
against men because that will eventually lead to
a disturbing imbalance in the society. He said
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that matriarchy is as harmful as patriarchy, and we
must strive to build an egalitarian society instead.
What he stressed upon, lastly, was that
empowerment is not helping the victim after
being violated. True empowerment lies in taking
measures before the mishaps even take place.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Sudhir Mishra
Senior Resident Editor
Nav Bharat Times

Mr Sudhir Mishra said that in spite of all our
efforts to regard our boys and girls as equals,
sexual discrimination is very much there in most
Indian families through the language parents
use and through their several gestures. We put
all kinds of restrictions on our girls and don't
educate our boys to respect women. Such acts
of discrimination lead to various social evils like
rapes, sexual harassment and exploitation of
women. He said that for preventing such crimes

and for making women enjoy equal status, we will
have to eliminate discrimination from our minds
and families. With more women coming out of
their homes to work, there would be lesser
crimes.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Sunita Aron
Senior Resident Editor,
Hindustan Times, Lucknow

Ms Aron in her address informed about the
alarming situation in Haryana and Punjab. She
said that the disparity between males and
females in this region was very high. She further
informed that men from these states are
moving to distant states of India to get a bride
for themselves. Brides are even being
purchased and after delivering the boys are
being sent back to their original home. On the
other hand, she gave a brighter side of the
picture when she informed about families in
south-India adopting the girl child from different
communities. Similarly, she said, in Faizabad, in
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Uttar Pradesh, lower caste families celebrate the
birth of a girl child. In these families the groom's
family pays back to bride's family at the time of
marriage. She further said that there is interesting
news even from traditional Khap Panchayats who
have now declared to rigorously punish all those
who indulge in female foeticide. She concluded by
saying, “we women should be happy about
growing awareness and be proud of being a 'She'.”

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Atul Agarwal
Managing Editor,
Hindi Khabar
Mr Atul Agarwal said that violence against
women is not the only issue that needs
deliberation. It is a matter of curbing gender
violence wherein the victim can be both, a boy
or a girl. We need to be vigilant and increase

awareness, a task we have been failing in uptil
now. He called upon the families to be watchful
and vigilant and gain their children's confidence.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Mukesh Bhardwaj
Editor,
Jansatta, New Delhi

Mr. Mukesh Bhardwaj, Editor, Jansatta, New
Delhi, Mr Bhardwaj mostly spoke of role of
media, and discussed the issues facing India on
urgent basis. He said that there's a stark
similarity in all the cases of gender based
violence. In every case, the oppressors remain
the same, the oppressed remain the same, only
the faces change. Everywhere, it's a game of
power, the more powerful always suppresses the
less powerful. He also differentiated between
sensational reporting and aggressive reporting
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and urged the media to use the latter to draw
attention to issues of contemporary relevance.
He stressed on bringing about changes in the
curriculum of school teaching.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Abhijeet Mishra
Senior Journalist

Mr Abhijeet Mishra said that bias against women
is prevalent in our society but sadly, mother
herself, is responsible for this bias. He said that
women folk comprise half of the population and
they don't need to 'ask' for equal status. It is very
much their own right and they need to fight for
it. Each woman should stand in support of every
other woman and if women decide to stand up
for themselves, this topic would no longer
remain the part of this conference, he added.
Talks for reservation for women are actually

conspiracy to deny them their equal status, he
said and also called for an effective control on the
social media.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Ramesh Awasthi
Editor,
Sahara Samay, UP/UK
Ramesh Awasthi congratulated CMS for taking
up this issue of discussing the role of school,
media and society in curbing gender violence
and said that this fight should indeed begin from
a school which has the primary role while the
society and media are secondary. He said that
the lessons of gender equality begin in the
schools and education plays the most important
role in bringing about positive results. There has
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been a rise of 880% in rape cases between 1971
and 2011 which is a matter of great concern for
all of us, he said, adding that such conferences
should be organized at all levels.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Vikas Mishra
Deputy Executive Producer,
Aaj Tak
Vikas Mishra began his address with Sanskrit
shloka "Yatra naryastu poojante tatra ramante
devta" saying that this shows women were not
regarded as equals even in the ancient times
when this couplet was written. However, he said
that situation has changed a lot now and these
days most parents want daughters. He
congratulated Dr Jagdish Gandhi for doing a
great job and suggested that CMS should send
students to set up camps in the villages to raise
the awareness levels over there. Mr Vikas

Mishra said that society, school and media, all
have important roles to play in eradicating
gender discrimination and if each one plays its
role honestly, it would indeed be successful in
eliminating the evil.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Arvind Chaturvedi
State Head,
India New UP
Arvind Chaturvedi said that speaking and sharing
of personal experiences can help in avoiding
more serious incidents. He said that it does not
matter, who acts first, the family, media or
school. Action needs to be taken because mere
discussions can lead to nothing. We need to be
vigilant and stop avoiding the issue. He said that
we cannot find a solution to this issue unless we
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take it to the grass root level. Mr Chaturvedi
promised media support to this campaign.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Shripal Sakhtawat
Senior Journalist,
Rajasthan

He said that society has stood up in Rajasthan
against sex determination test centers. Many
had to be closed down. It was a Rs. 5,000/- Crore
industry. 8.5 lakh girls were killed in wombs of
their mothers. Sex ratio there has improved from
1000: 828 to 1000: 948, He said that in many

cases the boys who undergo sexual violence in
childhood grow out to be perpetrators of such
crimes. We need to break silence on this issue, he
said.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Shailesh Kumar
Former Editor-in-Chief,
News Nation, New Delhi

Mr Shailesh Kumar named the root cause of the
problem in religion itself wherein there has been
no female incarnation of God; there are no
female religious heads like Pope, Imam or
Shankaracharya. This discrimination against
women has come from religion itself. Different
religious people call their own religion better
over others. This gives rise to hate and ultimately
to communal violence. Backward or Scheduled
Castes and Tribes have reservation quota for
themselves. Similarly women must unite, raise
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their voice, challenge complete system and
ensure quota for themselves in every sphere
including the government.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Rohit Gandhi
International Journalist,
New Delhi

Mr Rohit Gandhi suggested that we should work
on war footing to find solutions about violence
against women. The solution to the problem is
that women should work in all fields, occupy
public space. The concept must be understood
by the police to curb violence. We can put an

end to such slavery of women by making them
self conscious and courageous.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Shweta Bajaj
International Correspondent,
CCTV- China, New Delhi

Ms Shweta Bajaj suggested a few ways as
solution to curb violence against women like
getting over the mindset of considering males as
superiors in knowledge or strength, giving girls
and boys equal freedom, not to force girls to
marry, teaching the girls about self-defence so
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that they may not fall prey to eve-teasing or
violence. She correctly summed up that ability to
triumph begins from one's ownself.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Dr Jawhar Sircar
Former Chief Executive Officer,
Prasar Bharti, New Delhi

Dr. Jawhar Sircar, Former Chief Executive Officer,
Prasar Bharti, New Delhi, congratulated the
gathering on selection of a relevant and
appropriate topic, and emphasized on the need
of discussing and devising solutions for the
same. He said that it is more important for us to
address the deteriorating state of society. Talking
about the role of media, he said that media has
a role tendency to sensationalize, which is its
genetic problem, and induced humor in his
words, and added that media should
constructively sensationalize a matter, and
rather than highlighting the victims, it should

highlight the perpetrators of violence. Mr Sircar
concluded with a question for the audience to
ponder upon, that gender-based violence is a
disease: should we succumb to the pressure of
it?
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Sandeep Chaudhary
Prime Time News Anchor,
News 24

Mr Sandeep Chaudhary surmised that it indeed
was a noble endeavour to deliberate on how to
curb crimes against women. Various speakers,
during the day, he said aired varied opinions on
the subject and clarified that Mrs Bhanwari Devi
should be taken as an example because she has
showcased exemplary courage and
determination against what most women
succumb to. Condemning the melodramatic
approach to the issue and shedding of crocodile
tears, he remarked that the social evils and false
practices have stockpiled the can of worms. The
rallying cry and the hullabaloo will, in no way,
serve as an egress from the problem.
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Reprehending the statements of some political
leaders who addressed a rape as a political
conspiracy, Mr Chaudhary gave examples of
women of our country who held the highest
offices in the Government but despite being
women themselves became a part of the political
system and its patriarchal structure.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Ajay Jha
Bureau Chief, Gulf News,
New Delhi

Mr Ajay Jha in his address said that we in India
take pride in importing a lot of things that we
can produce in our own country and the time is
not far when we may actually have to import
brides from other countries because the
situation has become so alarming. Women write
the destiny of a civilization and we are killing the
civilization because a country cannot survive
without its women. Mr Jha further said that the
emphasis has been on education for most of this
conference but education has to be backed up
by empowerment of the girl-child. Unless
women are empowered in the society, education
cannot do much because if they are suppressed,
they cannot play their designated role in the
society, nothing much will change. For us to see
the difference, women have to be treated at par

with the men. Media is the mirror of the society.
It can show the problem and create awareness.
Beyond that, it is the government which can take
further steps and we as the society can put
pressure on the government to act and not just
formulate laws. If the government starts acting,
then we can see a bright future ahead of us, Mr
Jha concluded.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Kshipra Mathur
Senior Journalist,
Rajasthan
Ms Kshipra Mathur said that women are safe
nowhere – neither in the womb of her mother
nor outside. While girls make a good beginning
in life, the majority of them lag far behind in the
later stages of their lives. Actually it is the social
panorama, the language and the attitude of the
masses that affect their growth.
She said that taking care of women's rights is the
society's responsibility but a journalist or media
person has a huge forum which he/she can use
for bringing about change in the mindsets. If a
journalist wants to really bring about some
change he/she will have to break barriers and
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come forward to activate the community, thereby
fulfilling his/her role as a social leader or active
agent of the society. She gave examples of
Rajasthan where as a result of the movement
started by the media persons, the sex ratio is
improving, country liquor shops have been made
to shut down, women police stations were
established and the laws are becoming genderneutral.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Durga Prasad Mishra
Principal Desk Editor,
Press Trust of India, New Delhi
Durga Prasad Mishra said that gender violence is
not just a women's problem. We all feel
concerned as fathers and family members. If
India achieves its goal of gender parity, our GDP
can increase by 18%. It is therefore very much
the issue of the whole country. He said that
while reporting about such issues like gender
violence, the media should be more sensitive
and should go beyond the reporting of the
occurrence of the event. Otherwise, the
conviction becomes poor. He agreed with Mr
Rahul Dev that people from film fraternity
should also be invited to this conference. Mr

Durga Prasad Mishra also stressed on the
importance of the role of various web tools in
dealing with the issue.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Akhilesh Anand
Senior Anchor,
ABP News

He said that social media is a powerful
instrument. It has bestowed power to broadcast
in every hand. But it has resulted in several
negative activities. Videos of girls are made and
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circulated on social media. He said that there is a
need to prepare guidelines for social media to
control it.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Kavita Singh
Senior Anchor,
India News, New Delhi
She said that it is unfortunate that in most cases
the victimized women do not speak. However,
when a initiative like 'Me Too' is run on the social
media, several join in. This, she said, should be

seen as a silver lining adding that a beginning will
have to be made.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Saeed Ansari
Prime Time Anchor,
Aaj Tak

Mr Saeed Ansari asked whether the plight full
condition of women is as bad as that of slaves?
Mr Ansari differed completely upon the view as
he said that big and boisterous changes are
visible and we cannot talk about inequality
anymore!
The increment in the rate of education, which
might be as less as a tiny 1% or as high as a
mighty 5%, still qualifies for a change. The
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educated life which the men and women in
today’s society are living is a humongous change
which we have always looked forward to!

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Neha Batham
Prime Time Anchor,
Aaj Tak, New Delhi

She said that there are still many Nirbhayas and
it is unfortunate that media has to change the
name of the victim to hide her identity. The
culprit should be shamed and exposed rather

than making the victim hide
her face, she opined.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Shakeel Akhter
Senior Editor,
India TV

Mr Shakeel Akhter condemned the root of the
problem and talked about the unanswered
plethora of factors and no visible escape from
the problem. What we need today, is a high dose
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of antibiotics. Crocin is just not working for us!

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Mithaq Kazimi
International Journalist

In his address, Mr Mithaq Kazimi deemed the
topic as a global issue. Talking about certain
articles praising the women, he found them a
failed endeavour, another could-have-been,
another-never-was! He further stressed upon
the starting point of all the problems as the
limitation of access to education. Justice to the
issue needs to be done, and the inhuman

behaviour needs to be condemned. He concluded
by stressing upon the lack of knowledge as the
major reason for all the problems, as Knowledge
is Power!
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mrs Bhanwari Devi
Dalit Social Worker,
Rajasthan

Bhanwari Devi was a special guest at the 6th
International Media Conference where she was
also honoured with a cheque of Rs 1 lakh by the
CMS management for her fight against gender
discrimination in Rajasthan.
Her Story: In 1992, Bhanwari found herself
alienated in the village, when she took up the
issue of child marriage which is still widely
practiced in India despite being illegal. One
family had arranged the marriage of their ninemonth-old daughter. Bhanwari made attempts to
persuade the family against carrying out their
wedding plans.Though she succeeded in
preventing the marriage from taking place on the
day, the marriage took place at 2 a.m. the next
day. No police action was taken against this.
However, after the marriage, her act resulted in
social and economic boycott of Bhanwari and her
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family. The villagers stopped selling milk to the
family or buying the earthen pots they made.
Bhanwari was forced to leave her job when her
employer was roughed up, while her husband
was beaten up by another Gujar.
On 22 September 1992, while her husband and
she were working in their field, five men from the
dominant and affluent Gurjar caste from her
village attacked her husband with sticks, leaving
him unconscious and took turns to rape her
violently.
Despite her ordeal, Bhanwari continues to work
for women upliftment, working against child
marriage at the age of over 60 years.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Sonali Mukherjee
Acid Attack Survivor,
Jharkhand

In her thought provoking address,
Ms Sonali Mukherjee mentioned that her eleven
years' fight against injustice was because the
offenders tried their best to destroy her. It was
due to their sexual frustration. Media, TV and
internet help to fuel these incidences by showing
sexually explicit content. Promotion of alcohol by
government is also one of the reasons for
violence against women as most of the offenders
do so under the effect of drugs or alcohol. She
suggested that judiciary system should be fast to
punish such culprits. Police action must also be
fast. She, however, applauded efforts of media

which highlights such cases to help women get
due justice. Concluding her address, Ms
Mukherjee said that there is an immediate need
to ponder on how to save women of a country
and the world at large.
The Chairperson of the session, Prof Geeta
Gandhi Kingdon summed up the addresses and
thanked the panelists for sharing useful insights
into the problem.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Hon’ble Mr Justice Adel Omer Hafez Sherif
Deputy Chief Justice,
Egypt

Hon’ble Mr Justice, Adel Omer Hafez Sherif,
Deputy Chief Justice, Egypt, Mr. Sherif thanked
the entire CMS fraternity to have invited him to
the 7th International Media Conference. He
lauded the efforts of CMS to have understood
the relevance and urgency of discussing the
topic at hand. Justice Sherif laid stress on
immediate examining of the issue of gender
based violence. He said that it's been centuries
that women and children have been left behind
under the overarching structure of patriarchy,
which has a devastating effect on their social as
well as mental well being. He also stated several
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reasons such as prevalent customs and practices,
negative role of mass media, lack of faith in a
woman's abilities, and man's internal and
external pathos, among others, as major reasons
for the exponentially increasing gender based
violence. He concluded by saying that lack of
education is something that disintegrates women
from social structure, and it is education alone
which can reintegrate them back in the structure.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Justice Graciela J. Dixon
Former Chief Justice,
Panama

Ms Justice Dixon reminding the people about
the Panama Conference on the topic of Crime
against Women, she talked about the three and
a half million inhabitants of her country and how
the topic of the conference has been a burning
issue worldwide. The much needed multicultural
approach is what the world is looking for. She
added that the mainstream media has focus on
what will sell. She said that the term crime has a
wide scope and the scars it leaves on the society
can never be erased. Placing education of
women at the prime focus, she further stressed
upon the acknowledgement of the roles of the

members of the society and concluded by saying
that we still have a long way to go before we
even come close to equality.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Rajiv Chandran
National Information Officer,
United Nations Information Centre for India and Bhutan, New Delhi

Mr Chandran initiated his address by announcing
that United Nations had affiliated CMS as an
NGO for promoting human values and peace and
unity education. In his very crisp and concrete
address, he opined that schools should serve as
institution of learning and also for unlearning
biases. School must be integrated with excellent
teaching strategies for the teachers. The normal
biases in society are that the girls are considered
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less intelligent, weaker in mathematics, only
females should cook at home, girls should not
wear jeans. We need to unlearn these biases. This
unlearning strategy at school if applied properly
can definitely change children's mindset.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Hon'ble Ms Kiran Mehra-Kerpelman
Director, UN Information Centre for
India, Nepal & Bhutan

Ms Kiran Mehra-Kerpelman said that violence
against women has become a challenging issue
all over the world with a large number of cases
going unreported. According to most of the
experts and activists, it is a systemic problem.
The prevention requires better policing, effective
laws and improvement in judicial system. She
suggested following measures that can be
helpful.
• Teaching boys to respect women
• Ensure that girls and women are aware of
their rights
• Proper Education of Girls and Women
• Decent Work for women
• Ensuring participation of women in
Government and Policy Makers.
She expressed solidarity with the initiative taken

by CMS since, she said, schools have such an
important role to play in this context. She further
said that UNO is in agreement with the cause and
is happy to be associated with this programme.
Ms Kerpelman pointed out that though media’s
role was appreciable in highlighting the plight of
girl child and women especially after the horrific
gang rape in New Delhi on 16 September, the
cases of harassment and crime against women
have gone up.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Sushma Kapoor
Dy. Representative, UN Women India

In her address, Ms Sushma Kapoor pointed out
that crime against women is the cause and
reflection of gender discrimination.
Ms Kapoor mentioned that minor girls are
increasingly becoming a target of crimes
committed. Citing a general survey conducted in
Asia-Pacific Region, which is home to half of the
world’s population,
Ms Kapoor informed that nearly 25% men admit
of having committed rape at least once in their
life time. She suggested long term strategies
such as introducing sustained programmes to
understand healthy sexuality. She further said
that we need to come out of a patriarchal
mindset where people start blaming the victim.
She pointed out that though there is a need to
change the laws with new inclusions for crimes,
law alone cannot change the mindset. She
further said that the role of the media and the
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school is significant in controlling crime against
women. It was the media which kept the issue of
December gang rape in Delhi alive and it has to
be congratulated for that. Social media was also
used to its full effect with protest pages on
Facebook and Twitter. Similarly, schools can also
play a very significant role. A student spends
his/her formative years in the school where
teachers are able to shape their minds and
imbibe the feelings of respect and equality
towards the opposite sex, she said. She also said
that we need to be gender sensitive about
children’s syllabus which should not show
conservative stereotyped roles of both the
genders.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Dr Ranjana Kumari
President, Women Power Connect & Director,
Centre for Social Research, New Delhi

Delivering the Keynote address, Dr Ranjana
Kumari emphasized that violence against women
began due to property being inherited only by
males and not by females. Further, the problem
has never been democratized. Females in the
family are not given equal rights like males. This
way society is breeding a culture of violence. The

solution is to begin to solve the problem from
home itself by bringing democracy at home level.
Everyone must be concerned about social issues.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Joginder Singh
IPS (Retd), Former Director,
Central Bureau of Investigation

Mr Joginder Singh in his addresses suggested
that one should dwell on bright examples to
motivate parents to cherish the birth of their girl
child and love her. Mr Singh reiterated that we
should give shining examples of extraordinary
girls from the same state or the city to parents
so that they can get motivated and value their
girl-children. Give them freedom and they will
prove themselves second to none, said Mr Singh.
You cannot change the position of the women
overnight. It has been a battle between the
'haves' and 'have nots' since the ancient times.
But the change will come, whether it comes to
the extent we want in our generation or not. The
onus lies on each one of us. If we decide that we
will not allow this atrocity on girl-child to
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continue then we'll surely succeed in reducing it
to a considerable extent, Mr Singh concluded.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Peter Vrooman
Former Spokesperson, US Embassy,
New Delhi

Mr Peter Vrooman informed about the Call to
Action Campaign which India, United States and
Ethiopia are jointly leading to help save
children's lives. He further informed that in his
student days he had studied under Nobel
laureate, Prof Amartya Sen, a humanist with a
remarkable insight who is also the only nonAmerican to receive the National Humanities
medal from President Barack Obama. Mr
Vrooman further said that what Dr Amartya Sen
found in the demography of India and China and
other Asian countries was a skewing of the
demographic balance so much so that according
to his estimates, there are as many as 100
million missing women worldwide. Gender
inequality, foeticide and other factors are
contributing to the gender gap and increasingly
to the dangers faced by the female foetus, girl
child and many young women in many parts of
the world. Mr Vrooman further pointed out that

this discrimination against the girl child and
unjust treatment towards her was certainly
preventable through education and that schools
like CMS can make a huge difference by
educating girls. Mr Vrooman further said that
Media too had an important role in amplifying
the calls for action emanating from civil society
and perhaps more importantly by generating and
inspiring debate and reflection on the root causes
of foeticide and inequality.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Padamshree Janak Palta McGilligan
Social Worker &
Environmentalist

Padamshree Janak Palta McGilligan, Social
Worker and Environmentalist, Ms McGilligan
shared her valuable experience at High Level
Political Forum at United Nations discussing over
the achievement of Sustainable Development
Goals and lauded the commitment of India
towards achieving the same, especially goal
number five that talks about gender equality.
She said that it is evident that all forms of
violence degrade not only the victims, but also
the perpetrators. Violence of any kind is merely
a symptom, she said, and said that we must all
get down to finding the causes for these
symptoms because that alone will lead to
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curbing gender based violence from the
grassroots level. She also said that the root cause
is the failure of society to accept the reality, to
accept that equality is a given and not too much
to ask for. She highlighted a uniquely important
point - the existence of India and Bharat within
our country, and have details of the set of
problems people of all cultures face. She
concluded with the idea of involving women in
decision-making because it's high time we heard
our women.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Lalitha Kumarmangalam
Former Chairperson, National Commission
for Women, New Delhi

Ms Lalitha Kumaramangalam expressed her
concern over the alarming crime rate against
women and requested the NGOs to take an
active part in helping to curb these heinous
crimes which have shaken the roots of the
country. She blamed the patriarchal social
structure for being the main reason of the
assaults and atrocities on women. She further
condemned the society and the police for being
a part of the vicious cycle.
Talking about mutual respect, equal rights and
duties for both men and women, equal
opportunities for boys and girls alike, she further
pressed upon the issue of tolerance being the

new intolerance. Though on one hand she
expressed her gratitude to the media, on the
other hand she requested the media not to
sensationalise women’s issues which after being
highlighted too much in the society are often
counterproductive. Talking about the reported
crimes by Home Ministry’s National Crime
Records Bureau, she referred to them as the
mere tip of the iceberg and requested the society
to help in solving the problems at hand.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Sutapa Sanyal
Former Director General,
Mahila Samman Prakoshth,
UP Police
Ms Sutapa Sanyal, Director General, Mahila
Samman Prakoshth, UP Police, At the outset, Ms
Sanyal began by thanking the organizing
committee for bringing all the eminent
personalities together to discuss an issue that
demands immediate attention.
Dr. Sanyal said that gender based violence is a
malady which cuts right across societies; that
most women face violence of different degrees
and it is a continuum of different forms of
violence, such as foeticide and sexual
harassment. Dr Sanyal classified the reasons
behind gender based violence into three
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categories : historical, cultural and psychological,
further stating that we have historically been a
patriarchal society which has made women be on
the losing side. She raised questions against the
menace, objectification, stereotyping,
discrimination, victim blaming and shaming, and
culture of silence against women.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Sehba Hussian
Beti Foundation,
Lucknow

Ms. Sehba Hussian, Beti Foundation, Lucknow,
Ms. Sahba Hussain expressed her gratitude to Dr
Gandhi for having invited her over to the
Conference that's dealing with a pertinent issue
that demand immediate attention. She also
lauded the efforts of the CMS fraternity for
pulling off a conference of such a statute. Ms
Hussain immediately shifted her attention to the
emergency related to gender based violence,
and categorised different areas of the world
highlighting their different issues. She said that
the problem isn't the inadequacy of laws, but
that of inadequacy of their implementation, and

that is one thing that needs to be done on
priority. She said that an exponential growth is
though seen in the urban living, but there hasn't
been any concrete growth and improvement in
the lives of the rural people. She also highlighted
the corporate social responsibility of private
sector, and demanded for coordinated working of
the government and the former.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Shamina Shafiq, Member
National Commission for
Women, New Delhi

Mrs Shamina Shafiq informed that she had
served as teacher in CMS for six months and the
values gained by her led to her success. She
further mentioned that in seventy percent
homes, girls were subjected to abuse and
violence. The best solution to stop this problem
lies in the hands of teachers in schools. If they
can change their own mindset, they can change
complete scenario. The school curriculum must
include values based education. There was a
need to understand what was violence and then
to break silence. Schools should develop a
culture of gender equality in students and give
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voice particularly to adolescents. Any matters
involving law arising in school must be referred to
police and not concealed. Minds of the parents
should also be sensitized. School should have
resource persons from all fields to provide
solutions to the problems of students, only then
can social evils be eradicated. She summed up
that families should start behaving in a positive
manner which will ultimately lead to the change
in society.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Kitty Tawakley
Deputy Head, Press & Communication,
British High Commission, New Delhi

Ms Kitty Tawakley emphasized on finding out the
root cause of problem and then to solve it. In her
opinion, root causes are mentality and media.
Teachers are most empowered and can definitely
change the mindset of children from the
beginning. If at least two percent corporate

funds are used for gender sensitization as part of
the Corporate Social Responsibility, the gender
bias can surely be eradicated.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Preeti Chaudhary
Women’s Rights Activist,
Lucknow

Ms Chaudhary expressed deep concern that
females are treated in the society only as a
commodity. Media promotes them in a similar
manner and media is controlled by politics.
Therefore, the need is to treat women as citizens
at par with men. Media and people must use
good language in respect of women. Schools
should give equal opportunity to girls in
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education and participation in school events.
Above all women must become aware for in their
own rights.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Farida Vahedi
Former Director, Office of Public Affairs,
National Spiritual Assembly of the Baha'is, New Delhi

Ms Farida Vahedi, in her address, called today's
culture as that of impunity. Therefore, it is
imperative that legal reforms should be capable
of curbing violence. We need to empower
children, junior youth and the youth enabling
them to learn about gender equality. She
informed that the Baha’i approach is based on
spiritual truth and social reality. Youth should
analyze the reality, they should say absolute no

to corporal punishment. The school principals
should be involved with those who make the
school curriculum.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Malvika Hari Om
Women Rights Activist,
Lucknow

Ms Malvika Hari Om advocated strongly that
change can come with smaller efforts. She cited
the story of a bird that brought water in her beak
to extinguish fire in the forest. Her efforts were
not sufficient, nevertheless, she felt it was her
responsibility to contribute. She forcefully
opined that raising voice was wonderful measure
just like mass voice, raised in Nirbhaya case,
sensitized the people even abroad. She
concluded by reciting a poem wherein a mother
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felt afraid of giving birth to a boy seeing the
scenario of boys making the girls victims of their
greed.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Bijayalaxmi Nanda
Professor Miranda House &
Social Activist

In her address, Ms Bijayalaxmi Nanda pointed
out that the kind of stereotypes, attitudes and
feelings we have for the girl child emerge from
an understanding that is probably there within
all of us which we do not accept. Women in India
have limited right over their bodies by the
Medical Termination Act of 1971 which gives
them the medical right to use abortion in certain
cases. Abortion is not an issue until it is done
after determining the sex of the foetus and
finding it to be female, which then becomes a
crime in India under the PCPNDT act of 1994. Ms
Nanda further said that it is important to
recognise that the question is not about the right
to life or right to choice but the misuse of

reproductive technologies. The unethical and
illegal medical practitioners have labelled a
female foetus as great congenital abnormality.
Families want a boy child and therefore the
doctors encourage the birth of boy children. She
further said that sadly enough education has not
brought about a change in the way people think
about sex selection. Therefore teachers need to
teach concepts which are against the notions of
gender inequality, erase the stereotypes and
break those age-old myths.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mrs Zena Sorabjee
Vice Chairperson, National Spiritual Assembly
of Bahai's of India

Mrs Zena Sorabjee agreed that the Media was
increasingly getting committed to its own gains
rather than for the welfare of the society.
Regarding the Guwahati incident, she
commented that the journalist in question had
enough time to first call the police and then
continue his filming but he did not make that
choice. She further said that Media must work
with the religious leaders in debunking the age-
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old religious theories which call for the necessity
of having a boy-child in the household.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Dr Bharti Gandhi
Founder-Director
City Montessori School, Lucknow

Dr. Bharti Gandhi highlighted importance of
women that they are strong enough to shake the
world. Men and women are like two feathers of
a bird. If women as one feather are made
weaker, then the bird cannot fly. Therefore,

women should come forward and stress that they
are also human beings having equal rights.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Alisar Awwad
Human Rights Activist

Ms Alisar Awwad, Human Rights Activist, on
being asked whether modernity is a cause of
decay in morality, agreed and said man is
distancing himself from the conventions and
morals, and is not realizing the importance of
morality in the life of a human. She said that we
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are forgetting our duties as the most responsible
creatures on the planet.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Sabu George
Women’s Rights Activist

Mr Sabu George said that violence against
women is mental as well as physical. He stressed
on the role of the government as of paramount
importance in curbing violence against women.
He said that if Uttar Pradesh gets as serious as
Rajashtan and Haryana have been in past few

years in closing down sex determination centers,
the problem can be controlled to a great extent.
Being the biggest state of India, Uttar Pradesh
needs to be Uttam to be a role model, he opined.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Dr Iraj Abedian
Senior Journalist,
South Africa

Dr Iraj Abedian, South Africa, Mr Iraj Abedian
raised his concerns over the seriousness of the
issue, and said that it is brutal, real, societal
epidemic on a global level, and happens in the
name of religion and culture, in both the times
of peace and war. He said that both men and
women are born with same human spirit, the
sooner we realise it the better it is for all. He
emphasized on the need for compulsory
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education that teaches children to stand for each
other. It's been centuries that she has stood for
him; it's time now every he should stand for
every she. He also said that mothers are the first
educators for a child, and fathers have an
imperative role in reinforcing what mothers
establish.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Gamal Zayda
Managing Editor of the Al-Ahram,
Newspaper in Egypt

Mr Gamal Zayda said that the Media is becoming
increasingly commercialised in Egypt as well and
spicy and political news get the priority but not
the socially relevant issues which have receded
to the background. He attributed this to the lack

of presence of a regulatory body for satellitls. e
channels.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Navniet Sekera
Deputy Inspector General of Police (DIG),
Lucknow Range

Mr Sekera reminded the audience of
International Daughters’ Day which fell on the
day of the conference itself. He emphasized that
only women's empowerment can make our
nation strong. Mr Sekera further pointed out
that in the Vedic Era women had strong roles to
play with the result that our country was very
powerful. As their roles diminished, we also
grew weak among all the nations. He exhorted
women and girls to not tolerate the wrong
actions of anybody. Mr Sekera further
introduced the unique initiative of U.P.
Government and U.P. Police, The Women’s
Power Line Service (available through phone at
1090). Explaining the salient features of the
services, he said that women in need just have
to call this number where they are attended by a
helpful policewoman who takes up the problem
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and works towards its resolution. He further
explained that the identity of the caller is always
kept a secret and the police follow up with the
caller for up to 3 months after the resolution of
the issue to ascertain that the victim is free from
any trouble. The aim of this service is to
empower our women and girls, Mr Sekera said.
He also informed about a project of the Police
Department to appoint Girls as ‘Power Angels’
who will help the victimized girls and women.
This will ameliorate social evils such as Dowry etc.
in the days to come.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Ms Piyush Anthony
Social Policy Specialist,
UNICEF, UP

She said that there are three factors that make
men more powerful. These are: they are bread
winners, they carry the family name and they do
not want to give share in the property. This is
unfair. Both sons and daughters should get equal
share in the property. Death rights should be
performed both by sons as well as daughters and
the family name may be carried by the daughters
as well. The word ‘Kanyadaan’ should be

abolished as girl is not a commodity to be
donated. She concluded by saying that we need
to change the mindset.
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Aftab Mohammad
Child Protection Specialist,
UNICEF, Uttar Pradesh

He criticized child marriages and said that it is
one form of violence against the girl child. He
called for a total ban on the child marriages and
said that media, both news and entertainment,
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can help in bringing about the change.

SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Saeed Naqvi
Senior Journalist, New Delhi

Mr Satish K Singh
Senior Journalist, New Delhi
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Pankaj Pachauri
Senior Journalist

Mr Ashutosh
Senior Journalist
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Rajit Kapur
National Award Winning Film & Theater Artist

Late Farooque Shaikh
Renowned Film and Theater Artist
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Dr Samir Parikh
Consultant Psychiatrist, Max Healthcare, New Delhi

Ms Roma Debabrata
President, Stop Trafficking of Children and Women, New Delhi
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Justice A P Mishra
Former Judge, Supreme Court of India

Dr Nasri Marco, Ph.D.
President & Founder SHIAC Member of the Board of Director
‘ECA’ Member of Executive Committee of the European Court of Arbitration
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SOME EMINENT SPEAKERS OF PAST CONFERENCES

Mr Roshan Forouhi Gandhi
Director of Strategy
City Montessori School, Lucknow

Mr Roshan Forouhi concluded the conference
with a vote of thanks. He began with thanking
the panel of speakers for taking up an issue of
contemporary relevance, stressing on the theme
of the conference – widespread discrimination
and several forms of violence. Mr Forouhi
reiterated briefly the main ideas that were put
up in the conference like the causes of the
spread of violence, psychological factors
governing the perpetrators, how should we look
for a solution-oriented approach, multistakeholder approach, role of education, role of
society and role of media.
Lastly he thanked Mr Kurian for all the
multimedia presentations, Mr Anirudh Singh,
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Convenor of the Conference and Head, World
Unity Education Department, and Mr Rishi
Khanna, Organizing Secretary.

GLIMPSES

HON'BLE SHRI YOGI ADITYANATH, CHIEF MINISTER, GOVERNMENT OF UTTAR PRADESH BEING WELCOME
DR (MRS) BHARTI GANDHI, FOUNDER-DIRECTOR, CMS UPON HIS ARRIVAL AT THE 8TH INTERNATIONAL M

HON'BLE SHRI YOGI ADITYANATH, CHIEF MINISTER OF UTTAR PRADESH WATCHING THE PROCEEDINGS O
SEATED TO HIS LEFT ARE HON'BLE MS SANYUNKTA BHATIA, MAYOR OF LUCKNOW AND DR JAGDISH GAN
FOUNDER-MANAGER, CMS AND TO HIS RIGHT IS MR SHASHI SHEKHAR, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF, HINDUSTAN DAI
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GLIMPSES

(SEATED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) DR JAGDISH GANDHI, FOUNDER-MANAGER, CMS, HON'BLE SMT RITA B
CABINET MINISTER, GOVERNMENT OF UTTAR PRADESH, HON'BLE SMT SWATI SINGH, MINISTER OF STAT
CHARGE) GOVERNMENT OF UTTAR PRADESH AND MS KAVITA SINGH, SENIOR ANCHOR, INDIA NEWS.

HON'BLE SMT RITA BAHUGUNA JOSHI, CABINET MINISTER, GOVERNMENT OF UTTAR PRADESH ADDRES
THE CONFERENCE.
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GLIMPSES

EMINENT PARTICIPANTS OF THE CONFERENCE AT THE LAMP LIGHTING CEREMONY DURING
THE INAUGURATION OF THE 8TH INTERNATIONAL MEDIA CONFERENCE

MR RAHUL DEV, SENIOR JOURNALIST AND OTHER EMINENT PARTICIPANTS OF THE CONFERENCE IN
AN INFORMAL DISCUSSION WITH PRINCIPALS OF CITY MONTESSORI SCHOOL, LUCKNOW
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GLIMPSES

(SEATED FOR LEFT TO RIGHT) SHRI K K UPADHYAY, SENIOR RESIDENT EDITOR, HINDUSTAN, LUCKNOW,
PROF GEETA GANDHI KINGDON, PRESIDENT OF CITY MONTESSORI SCHOOL, LUCKNOW AND SHRI AJIT ANJUM, SENIOR

PANELISTS OF THE INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION ON THE DAIS. SEEN FROM LEFT TO RIGHT ARE (I) MR SABU GEORGE, W
(II) MR SHRIPAL SAKHTAWAT, SENIOR EDITOR, NEWS18, RAJASTHAN, (III) MS NEHA BATHAM, SENIOR ANCHOR, AA
SMT SWATI SINGH, MINISTER OF STATE (INDEPENDENT CHARGE), UP GOVERNMENT, (V) MS KAVITA SINGH, SENIOR A
(VI) MR VIKAS MISHRA, DEUPTY EXECUTIVE PRODUCER, AAJ TAK AND (VII) MR AFTAB MOHAMMAD, CHILD PROTEC
UNICEF, LUCKNOW
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GLIMPSES OF CULTURAL PRESENTATION AT THE CONFERENCE
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GLIMPSES OF CULTURAL PRESENTATION AT THE CONFERENCE
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EMINENT PANELISTS OF THE PANEL DISCUSSION POSE FOR A GROUP PHOTOGRAPH WITH CMS PRINCIPALS AT THE END OF THE CONFERENCE

